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The Romance of Technology in an Age of Extremes
Leonard de Vries’ Hobby Clubs, 1945–1965
Dick van Lente
This article discusses the work of the most successful populariser of science and tech-
nology during the 1950s and 1960 in the Netherlands, Leonard de Vries. De Vries
not only wrote books in which modern technologies were explained, but also started
a movement of Hobby Clubs for secondary-school-age boys and girls (very similar
to the American Science Clubs). His very optimistic view of technological and
industrial progress contrasted sharply with the intense pessimism of most intel-
lectuals at the time. The largely implicit dialogue between these extreme positions
is analysed in this article. It is argued that De Vries’ popularity was based not so
much on his arguments, as on his articulation of the emotional appeal of coopera-
tive technological creativity. Without entering into the contemporary intellectual
debate about technology, he offered a romantic alternative to the ‘cog-in-the-
machine’ view of the cultural critics, a view that attracted many young people at
the time.
INTRODUCTION
In 1994, the English historian E. J. Hobsbawm characterized the century
that was coming to an end as an ‘age of extremes’ – a time of wars of un-
precedented scale and destructiveness, of spectacular economic growth and of
mind-boggling scientific discoveries that were the basis for a range of tech-
nologies and gadgets on which everyday life had come to depend. He also
noted a widespread suspicion and fear of science, rooted in an awareness of
its extreme complexity and its dangerous, or possibly dangerous, applications,
such as nuclear weapons and genetic engineering.1 At the same time, how-
ever, modern technology was presented in corporate advertising, as well as by
some politicians and intellectuals, as bringing boundless wealth and comfort
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and even as the only hope to overcome the great global problems of poverty
and hunger.2 This coexistence of utopian and dystopian expectations illus-
trates Hobsbawm’s idea of an age of extremes, but it also raises the question
if and how these attitudes were related. Were they in some kind of conver-
sation with one another? This is the question that this article explores.
The life and work of the Dutch writer Leonard de Vries, author of a series
of very popular books aimed at high-school-age boys and girls about tech-
nology and technological adventures, can help us understand this dialectic of
the utopian and the dystopian, and especially the emotional quality and
psychological roots of technological enthusiasm. While most Dutch intel-
lectuals and literary writers at the time were very pessimistic about the
prospects of western technological society, De Vries was almost ecstatically
optimistic, both about technology in general and about the industrial future
of the Netherlands. His popularity during the first two post-war decades
suggests that his romantic utopianism struck a responsive chord among
Dutch youth. It was also warmly greeted by industrialists, for whom he wrote
promotional books and gave popular talks. De Vries was especially important
because he was a prominent educator, who introduced his young readers into
the exciting and threatening world in which they were growing up – a world
about which their parents and teachers held highly contradictory views.3
LEONARD DE VRIES (1919–2002) AND THE HOBBY CLUBS
Leonard de Vries was the only child of a journalist who wrote for the
national newspaper Algemeen Handelsblad, as well as for a magazine for young
people, to which he contributed a column on radio technology.4 At age ten
Leonard visited, with his parents, a large radio transmitter that was used for
broadcasts to the Dutch East Indies, on the other side of the globe. He was
deeply impressed and, like many of his generation, started to build his own
receiver. At seventeen, he took over his father’s radio column – the start of
his professional writing career. After finishing secondary school he enrolled
in a training course at the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij (part of what
is now Royal Dutch Shell) to become a chemical assistant. When the
Germans occupied the Netherlands in May 1940, Shell discontinued this
course. De Vries then turned his radio columns into his first book, Het
jongensradioboek, or ‘the radio book for boys’, which appeared a few months
later. Then he wrote two similar books, one on electricity and one on photog-
raphy, which appeared in 1941. These works were very successful during and
after the war; the radio book was in its fourth printing in 1946 and its eighth
in 1955, and the electricity book had its fourth printing in 1955. By that
time, De Vries had become an acclaimed popular writer on science and tech-
nology. When the city of Amsterdam organized a large exhibition on nuclear
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energy in 1957, De Vries was asked to give lectures and to write a popular
book about nuclear physics and technology (this book also had a large
second-print run5). In the late sixties, he wrote an anniversary volume about
the national airline company KLM,6 and he wrote many other books, which
aimed at, and reached, a large public on a variety of subjects, from children’s
literature and the history of nineteenth-century technology and medicine to
the history of pornography. Before one analyses his ideas and impact, how-
ever, one has to look at the formative period in his life, the dark years of the
German occupation.
From the fall of 1940, the Germans started to register and isolate Dutch
Jews, and in the summer of 1942 massive arrests and deportations started.
The De Vries family, which was Jewish, went into hiding. For Leonard a
place was found in the southern province of Brabant. He survived the war,
while his parents, like the majority of Dutch Jews, were arrested and killed
in a German camp. De Vries spent his years in hiding writing his fourth
book, this time a novel for adolescents, De jongens van de hobbyclub (The Boys
of the Hobby Club).7 It was the story of a group of high school boys and girls
getting together to pursue their technical hobbies. They shared their tools
and materials, their knowledge and their enthusiasm; theirs was a happy
place De Vries dreamed up for himself during those terrible years. He wrote
later that the boys and girls of the Hobby Club kept him company during
those difficult months – even literally: when he and his foster parents had to
leave the house during the last weeks of fighting, he carried the manuscript
under his clothes.8
De Vries has hardly written directly about this terrible period, but the
book he considered his best,9 Chaweriem (1955) describes the experiences of
a Jewish boy, Jaap, during and after the war: the arrests and deportations from
his native Amsterdam, death notices about deported family members com-
ing from Germany, other family members who commit suicide, then the
isolation and anxiety in his hide-out and the news of the deportation of his
parents and little sister. Sleepless at night, Jaap asks himself how he can
endure it all. Then, after twenty months in hiding, American troops liberate
the area. Jaap’s ecstatic happiness about freedom regained soon turns to
depression however, as he realises he will never see his parents and little sister
again. He then decides to immigrate to Palestine to help build the new
Jewish state. He describes the kibbutz where he ends up in utopian terms: it
is ‘the most complete realisation of socialism on earth’; class differences have
been abolished and each person works for the community.10 The book ends
with the assertion that construction of a new community is the only answer
to repression, concentration camps and destruction.
Chaweriem illustrates one psychological effect of ‘the age of extremes’: dis-
placing traumatic memories with utopian plans. Jaap attempted (not always
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successfully*) to see the kibbutzim as a paradise that eradicated the night-
mare of the German occupation and the Shoah. When he describes himself
as ‘one of those in whom great joy and deep melancholy always alternate’, he
even defines his own personality as one of extremes.11 In the absence of good
biographical material, one can only speculate how close De Vries’ mindset
was to that of his hero Jaap, but very likely his immense productivity, his
unremitting Wanderlust, and the rather overblown, exalted atmosphere in his
books were his way of keeping the melancholy caused by his war experiences
at bay.† The hobby club books have an atmosphere of idealism and cooper-
ation that is very similar to Chaweriem, and they clearly fulfil a similar wish:
to replace the isolation and fear of the occupation period with a creative
community.
De Vries’ depiction of the Dutch people during and after the occupation
was remarkably positive. While this is understandable, since a Dutch family
had saved his life while risking its own, it was well known that many Dutch
people had cooperated with the Germans. The few Jews returning after the
war were commonly met with indifference or worse, and their houses and
goods were often not returned to them. Jaap also feels lost; his foster parents
can no longer support him, and his family and former home are gone. If he
had not gone to Palestine, he would have needed a community like De Vries’
Hobby Club to keep depression at bay.
But the Hobby Club story was more than a private fantasy. The novel was
also, like De Vries’ other ‘how to-books’, an instruction manual. It was a
dream meant to come true – and it did. The book appeared in 1947, and De
Vries tells us he soon received ‘piles of letters’ from youngsters who wanted
to start such a club.‡ Taking inspiration from the American Science Clubs,
which had existed since the 1920s, he next launched a magazine called Hobby
Club, first appearing in August 1949, with the aim of guiding and encourag-
ing his readers.12 Two months later, 17 clubs had been started, and within a
year there were 70. De Vries also wrote a number of sequels to the first
Hobby Club novel, wrote letters to industrial firms asking for support and
published an article in De Industrie, a journal published by an organization
for managers in industry. The response was lukewarm. Industrial firms
encouraged him, promised to advertise his books among their employees,
sometimes provided materials and instruction and invited Hobby Clubs for
112
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excursions; but they did not offer much financial support. The clubs had
difficulty finding suitable workshop rooms for their meetings and most clubs
dissolved after a few years; in the sixties only a handful remained.13 The
decline of the Hobby Clubs was, however, part of a more general trend, for
from the mid-fifties on, most Dutch youth organisations, such as those
connected with churches, lost members.
De Vries thought this should be blamed on the spread of television and the
decline of idealism as the country became more prosperous,14 and historians
have confirmed this analysis. By the late fifties, the Dutch economy was
growing fast – after 1963, incomes, which had been growing gradually since
the war, shot up, Cold War détente created a mood of optimism and a new
generation of politicians and journalists emphasised new values. Collective
effort receded behind personal development. Young people usually attained a
higher education than their parents, and they became sceptical of the older
generation’s values. The moralistic, nationalistic, cooperative, boy-scout-ish
tone of the youth organisations of the fifties suddenly seemed terribly out of
date, and hypocritical as well; the young started asking painful questions
about the less than heroic behaviour of their parents during the occupation
period.15 Besides, modern technology came under fire, especially nuclear
weapons. In the course of the sixties it became increasingly difficult to believe
that so recently so many young people had been enthralled by the techno-
logical utopianism of the Hobby Clubs.16
ROMANTIC TECHNOCRACY
Indeed, De Vries’ views of technology had a romantic as well as a pragmatic
or political aspect. The romantic part refers to the inner drive to techno-
logical activity. In the first chapter of De jongens, De Vries describes the
creation of the Hobby Club as a dream coming true. A particularly effective
physics teacher inspires this dream by showing the boys ‘the incredible
possibilities of the Empire of Science’, where ‘white-coated men amid
mysterious apparatus penetrate the secrets of nature and thereby serve
humanity’. This teacher’s educational philosophy is that school tends to turn
students into ‘encyclopaedias and calculating machines, beings without a
soul’. He wants to stimulate his students to use their hands as well as their
brains; he wants to foster ‘their feeling for the beautiful and the practical’; he
wants to teach them that all great achievements in science and technology
come from cooperation.17 Some of his students experience his lessons as
glimpses of a technological paradise, and they want to find a place where they
can build that paradise. One night after such a lesson, says De Vries, as the
boys are falling asleep, ‘darkness loosens the brakes on their imaginations,
and their minds wander way beyond the everyday, into the wonderful Realm
113Dick van Lente
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of the Imagination’. They
dream of brightly lit rooms
lined with mighty technical
installations and pervaded
by a mysterious ‘electrically
charged atmosphere’. Motors
hum, switches and Morse
keys click. Hands are busy,
eyes are shining. There is
deep enjoyment.18
Later in the book, when
the Hobby Club is in full
swing, De Vries describes
the final stage of making a
film:
Vibrations of the air,
electrical pulses, sounds
and oscillations, each
time of a different
character, followed one
another. Drops of sweat




trolled the dials, eyes
followed the images of the film, then looked at the scenario, electrons
travelled with dizzying speed through hundreds of conductors, […]
motors hummed, vocal chords vibrated […]: a maze of sounds and
images, air particles and electrons, frequencies and flickering of light,
musical notes, words and sounds, a matchless technical adventure.19
This view of technology can be called romantic on several counts. First, it is
an affair of the heart as much as of the brain; second, it creates a community
of soul mates – genius grows out of inspired cooperation; and third, techno-
logical activity fuses mind and matter. Boundaries between individuals, as
well as between humans, nature and devices, disappear. This longing for an
intimate communion with fellow people and with nature was very important
to De Vies. A poem which was printed on a card of thanks to friends after
his death in 2002 expressed this longing as follows:
When I have died
Scatter my ashes
114
Figure 1. Cover of Leonard de Vries’ The Boys of the Hobby Club,
first edition, 1947. By courtesy of De Bezige Bij, Amsterdam.
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To all winds
So that what was my body
Can find its way
To everything it once loved
To mountain and sea
And become one with them.20
However, the language in the Hobby Club books was certainly not only in
the lyrical, impressionistic mode of the quotations above. On the contrary,
one of the striking aspects of these books is the frequent detailed, technical
descriptions. After all, readers were encouraged to make real radio sets and
model airplanes and print their own photographs. While this technical kind
of writing may have scared some readers away, it was clearly assumed to be,
to the more technically minded, an irresistible invitation to enter this mys-
terious Empire of Science.
But for De Vries the meaning of the Hobby Clubs went far beyond creat-
ing a space for teenagers to pursue their hobbies. He saw them as places
where the engineers, managers and skilled workers of the future were shaped.
The Clubs were his answer to two urgent problems that were widely dis-
cussed by intellectuals and politicians at the time: the need to create a
modern economy that could compete on the international market and the
problem of modern youth.
De Vries shared the conviction of the political elites that the Dutch econ-
omy could only thrive if, besides trade, there was an innovative industrial
sector.21 This required many more skilled operators, engineers and managers
than were available at the time.22 De Vries argued that schools should be
much more attuned to the needs of industry, but as long as they were not, the
Hobby Clubs would serve to attract young people to industry and help
recruit workers for every level of work, from engineers and managers to
manual workers.23 They would not only foster technological skills and inter-
ests, but other abilities as well: speaking in public, ‘team work’, taking
responsibility. The clubs were to bypass the ideological and religious divisions
that were so prominent in Dutch society at the time. In De Vries’ view, good
leadership was not a matter of political conviction but of a cooperative atti-
tude and technical and managerial expertise – a technocratic point of view
shared by many engineers and civil servants at the time.24 As already indic-
ated, during the first few years some firms supported De Vries. They
advertised in his magazine, some provided materials and tools, their em-
ployees sometimes gave courses to the boys, there were excursions, and
Philips electronics factory and the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij
invited the National Association of Hobby Clubs to have its annual meeting
in their company buildings. Until the early sixties there even was an
115Dick van Lente
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organisation of industrial
firms to support such activ-
ities.25 In his books, De Vries
had the boys visit these
companies and admire the
wonders that were created
there. Philips, one of the
boys says on such an excur-
sion, is a kind of very large
Hobby Club.26
The Philips Company
Archives contain a nice
example of De Vries’ close
cooperation with a promin-
ent high tech firm. In 1950,
De Vries was preparing a
book on electronics, Het
electron omspande de wereld
(‘the electron encircled the
world’), which was to appear
a year later, on the occasion
of the firm’s sixtieth anni-
versary. It was a lyrical
history of electronics, inter-
weaving the history of the
Philips firm with the lives of
great inventors, and con-
cluding with an excursion of
a group of boys in the Eindhoven factories.27 In December 1950, De Vries
wrote to one of the directors of the company, Frits Philips, that he would
finish the manuscript in March, so that the book could appear in time for the
celebrations. ‘What you will get for your subsidy’, he informed Philips, ‘is a
lively book about your firm, a book that can be sold for years, that has
good possibilities for the English market [...] and that definitely fills a gap
in the field of company novels’ (as if the ‘company novel’ was an established
literary genre!). In an outline of the book, De Vries explained that the sub-
title would be ‘a book of inventions, discoveries, and entrepreneurial
spirit’. When writing about inventions, he often used the word ‘romantic’.
The book would start in a Dutch city at night, with electric lights
everywhere, and a passenger plane taking off, its crew communicating with
the airport by radio – examples of the wide range of electrical and electronic
devices on which a modern society depends. In a separate letter, De Vries’
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Figure 2. Cover of Leonard de Vries’ The Electricity Book for
Boys, 1948 edition (first edition: 1941). The picture illustrates a
visit of the Hobby Club to a high voltage installation at the
Philips labs in Eidnhoven. By courtesy of De Bezige Bij,
Amsterdam.
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publisher added that he wanted to have at least 10,000 copies printed, and
that the book would cost 3.90 guilders – a low price for an illustrated book
at the time. This was only feasible, however, if Philips subsidised each
book with 1 guilder and bought 1000 copies, which it could distribute in
schools as a present; otherwise, the price would be 6.90 guilders and the print
run considerably lower. The finished book turned out exactly as De Vries had
described it in his letter.28 He thus contributed to the Dutch government’s
intensive efforts to stimulate industrialisation, as well as to Philips’ corporate
advertising.
The second widely-discussed issue to which De Vries responded was the
concern about ‘modern youth’. After the war many observers agreed that
the German occupation had led to widespread moral degradation and that
especially the young were at risk. The causes were easy to identify: for five
years, the Dutch had lived under a criminal regime, and they had learned to
mislead the authorities and sometimes use illegal practices to maintain them-
selves. Repressed feelings of guilt about cooperation with the occupiers and
the murder of the large majority of Dutch Jews must have played a role as
well. When young novelists such as W.F. Hermans and G.K. van het Reve
openly portrayed a demoralised, cynical young generation, critics and the
public were shocked, although everyone recognised the description.29 ‘Moral
reconstruction’ was therefore considered even more urgent than the rebuild-
ing of destroyed houses, roads and bridges. Around 1950, when this moral
panic (which turned out to be quite exaggerated) had faded, concern shifted
towards the social effects of industrialisation. A large apparatus of socio-
psychological helping institutions was created to help families educate their
children and to give moral guidance to the growing number of young people
who left the countryside to join the industrial work force.30 The pedagogic
literature of this period was strikingly pessimistic. A typical complaint in
1947 was that young people were growing up in a world that had lost its
norms and sense of direction, that they lacked idealism and were seeking
escape in superficial entertainment. Another spoke, in 1956, of the social and
moral disintegration of society.31 In the De jongens van de hobbyclub, De Vries
portrayed some of these aimless, bored youngsters and showed how the
Hobby Club turned them around, giving them joy and a sense of purpose.32
His books were on the extreme opposite side of the books of Van het Reve
and Hermans.
Yet, to offer technological activity as an answer to the moral decay of west-
ern society was not as obvious as it may seem. Most intellectuals who wrote
about this cultural crisis saw technological development not as a solution, but
as a major cause. In order to understand De Vries’ position, one therefore
needs to take a closer look at the debate about technology between the late
forties and the early sixties.
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THE CLIMATE OF OPINION ABOUT MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Attitudes about technology were extremely ambivalent during these years.
On the one hand, many people, including the young, were proud of the great
land-reclamation works, the national airport Schiphol, and high-tech firms
such as Philips (electronics) and Hoogovens (steel).33 There was wide sup-
port in parliament for the industrialisation policy, including heavy invest-
ments in pure and applied research and in technical education at all levels.34
At the same time, many politicians and academics were deeply troubled by
the impact of technological modernisation. They often expressed these
worries in very general terms: technological systems would gradually come to
dominate all of society, which would increasingly resemble a huge machine –
an idea that had already been expressed by early romantic writers such as
Novalis, but had been strongly developed during the nineteen twenties and
thirties in the Netherlands, for example, by the widely read historian Johan
Huizinga.35 Some depicted this machine as working more or less
autonomously,36 while others believed it would come to be managed by an
uncontrollable technical elite.37 Either way, the effect would be that most
people would feel helpless ‘cogs in a machine’, and this feeling would foster
cynicism, irresponsibility, escapism, consumerism and a general loss of
idealism and a sense of direction. Such fears could easily be linked to worries
about more specific technologies, especially computers, automation and
nuclear power. Computers were expected to enable extensive control of all
kinds of social processes. A well-known Dutch sociologist spoke in 1949 of
an ‘unequal struggle between robots and people who are still partly authen-
tic’.38 Nuclear weapons were an example of technology either controlled by
an uncontrollable elite comprised of experts and generals, or worse, out of
anybody’s control. This gloomy perspective was very common in the late
forties and through most of the fifties.
None of these bad feelings kept politicians from pursuing the goal of a
high-tech economy, but there was a constant sense of danger and even bad
conscience in many of their pronouncements. A practical response to the
dangers of industrialisation was the network of social workers who were to
guide young people migrating from the countryside into industrial cities
towards sober and responsible lives. A more general response, coming from
pulpits and in advice columns in the popular press, was moralistic – preach-
ing the importance of individual responsibility and discipline, and of not
giving in to cynicism and hedonism.
DE VRIES’ POSITION IN THIS DEBATE
De Vries, as has become obvious, joined in the chorus of moralists and
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industrialists. But the subjects he avoided are as interesting as his explicit
message.
First, De Vries largely avoided the more troubling aspects of technology,
such as nuclear weapons, radiation illness and automation. In reading his
books, one does not get a sense at all that one is in the midst of the Cold War.
The technological paradise he described was related to the real world of
industry, but far removed from the troubles of international politics and
threats. Of course De Vries was fully aware of these problems. In Het Atoom
(The Atom), 1957, he wrote honestly about the terrible suffering in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the debate about the justification of the
attacks. In his book on electronics (1951), he repeated the well-known
instrumentalist mantra: technology is just a means; make sure it is used not
against humanity but rather to serve it.39 Overall, he emphasised that tech-
nology, including nuclear power, could improve the lot of mankind, and he
strongly recommended a career in nuclear physics to his young readers. The
implicit message was that there was no reason to feel bad about technological
innovation in general.40
But the main implicit message in his work, as I read it, was to deny the rise
of an anonymous technological system, a ‘megamachine’, as Lewis Mumford
called it, in which individual people were no more than cogs, leaving them
cynical and unhappy. The main point of the Hobby Clubs was to show young
people that technology was a product of human cooperation, a field of
creativity and personal fulfilment in which they could choose to participate.
The fragment quoted above about the ecstasy of working together on a film
reverses the well-known image of people as cogs in a machine – machinery
joins with human hands and brains and voices in a magnificent new creation.
Perhaps it is also significant that De Vries often used film and radio as
examples; these were the media of mass consumption, which were defiled by
the cultural critics. In De Vries’ stories, they do not provide passive enter-
tainment, because the boys make films and broadcasts themselves.
Finally, there is an implicit message about the personality of the techno-
logical enthusiast, which is often that of the cold, calculating male, focused
on efficiency.41 De Vries, however, emphasises the social savoir faire that the
boys and girls learn in the Hobby Clubs, which include dancing, going to
movies and love affairs.
CONCLUSION
Leonard de Vries’ Hobby Club started as a fantasy, a cure he devised for him-
self to heal the wounds of the war. As a Jew, he had suffered much more than
most Dutchmen. The success of his first books must have convinced him that
his idea of a community of young inventors and technicians appealed to
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many young people for somewhat similar reasons – it provided a sense of
purpose and counteracted the mood of depression that hung over the country
after the first wave of relief over the end of the occupation had passed.42
Moreover, the constructive cooperation and technological creativity
described and praised by De Vries fitted seamlessly into the government
policy of industrialisation, part of which was creating a positive attitude
towards large-scale manufacturing, modern technology and industrial
labour. On the other hand, it contradicted the dominant view of intellectuals
that modern technology was among the main causes of the crisis of western
civilization that had culminated in the war. Bureaucratic and technological
rationalisation, these intellectuals constantly reminded their countrymen,
undermined fundamental liberal-protestant ideals of personal autonomy and
responsibility. Technocracy was an imminent danger.
There is no evidence in Vries’ books and letters that he made an explicit
contribution to this debate: he did not write articles in newspapers or intel-
lectual journals about the impact and meaning of modern technology, did not
correspond with intellectuals and, in his books, there is hardly any polemic
about these issues.43 His work must be read as a more implicit response to the
prevailing pessimism, an alternative view, which may be summarised as a
technocracy of the heart. It was based on an aspect of modern technology
that the cultural critics tended to ignore completely: the strong feelings of
awe, and even of transcendence and connection to a greater purpose, which
new technologies could evoke, feelings akin to religious experience.44 In their
simplest form, such feelings were exploited in corporate advertising, which
cultivated the glamour of gadgets and the lifestyle associated with them. A
more elaborate form is exemplified in the exhibition building, ‘Evoluon’, that
the electronics company Philips opened in 1966 to celebrate its 75th birth-
day. It was a flying saucer-shaped building, in which visitors could enjoy
displays which explained electronic technologies and their uses in everyday
life. The exhibition carefully avoided military uses, in which Philips was also
involved. It soon became one of the most popular destinations for a daytrip
in the Netherlands, and many people, including the present author, remem-
ber their visit for the rest of their lives.45 The interior designer, the
Englishman James Gardener, explained the magic of the exhibition as
follows: ‘everyone has a little of what I call the fairy-tale world in him. He
feels something wonderful will happen tomorrow [...] and this feeling is what
we want to stimulate and build up through this exhibition’.46
De Vries described the technical paradise his youngsters created together
in openly magical terms, but in his stories, the magic was not so much in the
technological gadgets themselves – wonderful though they were – but in
the act of creating them together. He connected this activity to the greater
purpose of building a buoyant economy with work and comfort for all. The
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computer scientist and anthropologist Morgan Ames has pointed out that
technological charisma is fundamentally conservative: ‘Just as charismatic
leaders amplify their audiences’ existing worldviews to cultivate their appeal,
a charismatic technology is built on existing systems of meaning-making and
largely confirms the value of existing stereotypes, institutions, and power
relations [...]  even as a charismatic technology promises certain benefits, it
simultaneously confirms that the worldview of its audience is already “right”
and that, moreover, they are even savvier to have this technology bolster it.’47
This is true for De Vries’ Hobby Clubs too. His basic conservatism is obvious
from his intimate relations with big industry, but also in the way he depicted
the relations between boys and girls in the Hobby Clubs. Although primar-
ily a boys’ world, some girls did participate, but the gender norms prevailing
in the Netherlands at the time precluded their participation in real technical
work: they were expected to become good homemakers, not engineers and
managers. In the clubs, therefore, they mainly pursued stereotypically female
hobbies and chores (making
photographs, decorating
lamp shades, serving coffee,
acting in films), as well as
adding a dose of erotic ten-
sion. It is a kind of half (or
quarter) way emancipation:
boys and girls enjoyed tech-
nical adventures together,
without ever breaking
gender codes. In that sense,
the books were strictly
unadventurous.
Just like the Evoluon
omitted the huge contribu-
tion of electronics to the war
machine that could destroy
all life on the planet, so
De Vries remained mostly
silent on the threatening
aspects of modern tech-
nologies, emphasizing their
life-enhancing qualities.
Reading his books, one
senses that one is in an
atmosphere of extremes, but
one only hears the somewhat
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Figure 3. Cover of Leonard de Vries’ The Hobby Club’s
Adventures in Switzerland, 1949 edition (first edition: 1948). By
courtesy of De Bezige Bij, Amsterdam.
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over-excited optimistic half of the cultural conversation going on at the
time.48 His work reveals that the economic reconstruction and modernisation
of the Netherlands was supported by much more than rational, economic
calculation. It had a strong emotional underpinning in admiration and
delight of modern technology, a delight that was cultivated, at least in part,
in order to erase the dark memories of the World War and the current fears
of the Cold War.
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